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Try the Black Ice Printer Driver with multiple new improvements! 

 

  

The Black Ice Printer Drivers are the complete solution for businesses needing a fast and reliable 
document conversion or virtual printer driver tool. 

The newly released Black Ice Printer Driver comes with a new Line Adjustment option for text 
output. This Line Adjustment feature helps to properly determine the line break during text 
extraction, generating a more accurate outputted text file. PDF font options were also expanded 
with the addition to "Embed Identity encoded CID fonts only." 

Beside the above new features, the latest Printer Driver's includes many stability improvements 
for Text Output and printing, which improves user experience and efficiency. 

http://blackice.com/
http://blackice.com/broadcast/06122018PD/index.html
http://blackice.com/manageemail.htm
http://www.blackice.com/Printer Drivers/Document converter ColorPlus PDF Printer Drivers.htm
http://shop.blackice.com/
http://blackice.com/downloads.htm


How Do I use Line Adjustment and What is it for? 

The Line Adjustment option is a great solution when extracting text from documents where not 
all the fonts may be aligned properly. Without the Line Adjustment feature the text output may 
have added or removed lines based on the document. If a line in the text output of the Printer 
Driver should be separate lines, the user may lower the Line Adjustment value to help correct 
this. If separate lines should be in the same line, increasing the Line Adjustment value will resolve 
this. 

The complete list of improvements in the latest Printer Driver includes the following: 

 Stability improvement for handling registration errors during Printer Driver MSI installation 

 Stability improvement for blank pages, when printing from certain applications and redirecting the output to 
another printer 

 Stability improvement for Text Output when using the "Add font information, position and style" formatting style 

 Added "Line Adjustment" INI file option for text output 

 Added "Embed Identity encoded CID fonts only" option to PDF font options 

 Stability improvement for font embedding when printing certain documents 

Free Upgrades and Priority Support  

Do not forget to subscribe to future releases by purchasing maintenance. With an active 
maintenance subscription, you will receive all new releases for free! Priority email technical 
support is also included in your subscription. For more information, call us at +1 (561)-757-4107 
Extension 3, or sales@blackice.com. 

As a special offer, if your maintenance subscription has expired or you did not include the 
maintenance subscription in your original purchase, simply refer to this newsletter to renew or 
add maintenance retroactively!  

For license information, please visit our Customer License Management Portal. 

*Only valid for new purchases, no upgrades or add-ons. This offer cannot be combined with any other discounts.  
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